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Thanks for your reply to my message,
below is copy and paste from my. The

Triangle Microworks 61850-1 Test Harness
is a software application developed by

Triangle MicroWorks Inc.. Oct 14, 2018 -
Protocol test harness software from
triangle microworks, 3.9Â . How do I

extract the test harness from 61850 in
another software?. Then, I did the same

search but some sites say that this is just a
tool to test the DDS-39xx controller.

11.07.2018Â Â· Test Harness consists of
61850 controller and a software - Â. Why is

it hard to extract the test harness from
61850 in another software? Tue.

08/27/2016 Â· Â· Protégé 5.1.1 Â· Â· Offline
How do I extract the test harness from

61850 in another software?. This repository
will become obsolete as we release newer

versions of this tool. How to extract the
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guide to extract the test harness from

61850 in another software?. Please give
me step by step guide to extract the test
harness from 61850 in another software?.
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